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Waves Intros Torque 
Drum Tone Shifter

BOOTH 640 Waves Audio is introduc-
ing the new Waves Torque Drum 
Tone Shifter plug-in. The key to 
a great-sounding mix is rooted in 
the tonal balance of the drums, yet 
mixers don’t always get tasked with 
mixing tracks that were perfectly 
tuned or recorded. Waves Torque 
can enhance and re-pitch the tone 
of snares, toms, kicks or an entire 
kit, all with natural-sounding results 
that no traditional pitch shifter will 
allow.

The Waves Torque plug-in is a 
precision drum tone shifter that will help users salvage mistuned drums, 
pitch them to a specific key and adjust their tone—without retriggering or 
replacing, without the sonic artifacts introduced by traditional pitch shift-
ers, and without losing body, timbre, resonance or attack. Driven by Waves’ 
Organic ReSynthesis technology, Torque detects and analyzes the drums’ 
formant, amplitude and carrier information, reassembles it, and allows users 
to manipulate the tonal and pitch characteristics, all while preserving the 
natural attack, resonance and duration of the original sound. With intuitive 
controls and zero latency, Torque is ideal for the studio as well as for live 
shows, where FOH engineers can now have the luxury of re-pitching prob-
lematic drum tone mid-show or even mid-song.

DiGiCo Issues S-Series iPad 
App For Console Control

BOOTH 631 The new DiGiCo S App is the ideal way to control a DiGiCo S-Series console 
straight from an Apple iPad. Designed to be compatible with DiGiCo’s S21 and S31, it 
allows remote, wireless control of any DiGiCo S-Series mixing console wherever users 
are. The DiGiCo S App permanently displays an overview of the console layout, so one 
can select any available console bank and have the same user-friendly operation he or 
she is already familiar with, without being tied to the console.

With the new app, users can have comprehensive control over 
Channel Setup (+48V, polarity, analog gain, digital trim, 
channel delay, insert points on/off, meters), Mix 
(channel label, pan, mute, solo, fader level, 
meters), EQ (four-band EQ plus HPF/LPF), 
Dynamics (all dynamics parameters for all 
console dynamics modes), Auxes (auxiliary 
send levels, on/off, auxiliary pans) and Buss 
Routing (assignment of channels to busses). 
Control is additionally extended to Snapshots 
(insert new, recall, update, delete), Matrix 
(sends, on/off, matrix input labels), Graphic 
EQ (32 faders and on/off for each unit, flatten 
all bands) and Save Session.

Cloud Ships Cloudlifter Zi 
DI/Mic Activator

BOOTH 647 Cloud Microphones is now shipping the new Cloudlifter 
Zi Vari-Z Instrument DI and Mic Activator, bringing the popular 
Cloudlifter technology to guitar players, bass players, keyboard 
players and more. Attendees visiting Booth 647 can pick up a free 
Cloud t-shirt and enter for a chance to win a Cloudlifter.

The CL-Zi’s variable impedance “Z” knob and high-pass filter 
work in tandem to create massive tone shaping through the manip-
ulation of impedance loading. This is a great way to customize 
your tone before the gain 
stage of your signal path—
just turn the “Z” knob until 
it sounds right.

The CL-Zi has a three-
position gain switch 
allowing for minimum 
gain, more gain, or 
the  maximum gain 
available (up to approx. 
+25dB for microphones or 12dB 
for instruments), This allows 
access to clean gain and a lower 
noise floor for virtually any studio or stage application.

As with all Cloudlifters, the Zi can be used with dynamic 
microphones to increase gain before feedback on stage or ribbon 
microphones to boost signal quality in the studio.

Primacoustic Spotlights 
Element Panels

B O O T H  239 Pr imacous-
tic Element panels are 
a range of acoustic 
absorbers designed 
to give users more 
aesthetic options in 
their rooms. The hex-
agonal shape and beveled 
edges allow the panels to 
be installed in unique pat-
terns and clusters. Now 
primary reflections and 
flutter echo can be controlled with an acoustic treatment 
layout that is personalized to your space.

     The 16-inch (406 mm) Element panels are 1.5 
inches (3.8 cm) thick, and are constructed from six-
pound high-density glass wool for optimal broadband 
absorption. The Element panels are available in black, 
grey or beige Broadway acoustic fabric, or in Prima-
coustic’s proprietary Paintables white finish, which can 
be painted to suit.
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